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Abstract. We classify spin structures on the noncommutative torus and find that the non-
commutative n-torus has 2n spin structures corresponding to isospectral deformations of spin
structures on the commutative n-torus. For n � 4 the classification depends on Connes’ spin
manifold theorem. In addition, we study unitary equivalences of these spin structures.
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1. Introduction

The different possible spin structures on a differentiable manifold were classified
in the work of Milnor [27]; for example, on a (commutative) n-torus there exist 2n

inequivalent spin structures. No such general classification of spin structures is cur-
rently known in noncommutative geometry – this amounts to classifying the possible
real spectral triple structures on a C�-algebra. In this paper we prove that there exist
precisely 2n different real spectral triples on a noncommutative n-torus, and that these
structures are isospectral deformations of spin structures on the commutative n-torus.

The noncommutative torusA.T n
�
/, or irrational rotation algebra, is one of the first

nontrivial examples of a noncommutative topological manifold, given as a deforma-
tion of the usual commutative torus [17], [31], [16]. The parameter � is a number for a
noncommutative 2-torus, and an antisymmetric .n�n/-matrix for higher-dimensional
tori.

The analog of putting a spin structure and a metric on this algebra is to enhance it
into a real spectral triple in the sense of Connes [8], [9]. This introduces a set of extra
parameters �i , which are the analogue of the size of the torus. The noncommutative
n-torus, both topologically and with spin structure, has found many applications in
mathematical physics, for example [4], [25] and [3]. A noncommutative spin structure
can certainly be constructed by deforming a spin structure on the commutative n-
torus [13], so the question becomes whether this deformation gives all possible spin
structures on the noncommutative n-torus.

�The author thanks Gunther Cornelissen for discussions and encouragement, and the referee for perti-
nent remarks.
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In dimension 2, the problem was solved by Paschke and Sitarz [28], Theorem 2.5,
who showed that a noncommutative 2-torus admits exactly 4 different real spectral
triples (which are deformations of spin structures on the commutative torus). This
result can be reformulated as follows: any real spectral triple which is equivariant
with respect to a 2-torus action in the sense of [34] (see Section 2.1), is an isospectral
deformation of a spin structure on a commutative 2-torus. Note that an equivariant
action ofn-torus is different from ann-torus action as in [11], the former is a condition
on the spectral triple, the latter is an action along which the algebra is deformed.

Our first result is that the theorem of Paschke and Sitarz holds true in arbitrary
dimension:

Theorem A. All irreducible real spectral triples with an equivariant n-torus actions
are isospectral deformations of spin structures on an n-torus.

The proof of [28], Theorem 2.5, does not generalize readily to higher dimensions.
Rather than working with the grading operator, which only gives nontrivial conditions
in the even-dimensional case, we use the reality operator first. Then we establish that
out of several possible candidate structures only one satisfies the growth condition
and compact resolvent condition on the Dirac operator. Also, our proof uses at a
crucial point Connes’ reconstruction theorem [10], Theorem 11.5. We describe the
spin structures explicitly in Theorem C.

In a celebrated paper [1] (see also [2], Theorem 1),Adams used the classification of
independent vector fields on spheres to deduce elementary results on Radon–Hurwitz
numbers of certain classes of matrices. Similarly, our Theorem A can be used to
prove the following elementary result on Hermitian matrices, for which we do not
know an elementary proof:

Corollary 1. A set of .2b � 2b/ Hermitian matrices fAign
iD1, where n D 2b C 1,

such that the equation
det.

P
i xiAi / D 0

only has the zero solution .xi D 0/niD1 in Rn generate a Clifford algebra if and only
if P

�2Sn

sign.�/
nQ
i

A�.i/ D �Idk;

for some nonzero � 2 R.

Once we have obtained a classification, we study equivalences between different
real spectral triples on the same noncommutative n-torus. For a commutative n-torus,
the diffeomorphisms of a torus act affine on the set of spin structures identified with
the vector space Zn

2 , as shown in [15]. In particular, for the commutative 2-torus
there are two orbits, one consisting of one element, and the other consisting of three
elements. In the case of the noncommutative torus the full diffeomorphism group is
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not known when n > 2. Restricting to inner automorphisms of the algebra, we can
show the following.

Theorem B. Except for a set of � of measure 0, the different spin structures of the
smooth noncommutative n-torus A.T n

�
/ cannot be unitarily equivalent by an inner

automorphism of the algebra.

We also compute the action of unitary transformations induced by some outer
automorphisms on the spin structures. These are the action of SL.2;Z/ on the non-
commutative 2-torus and the flip automorphism on the noncommutative n-torus for
n > 2.

The set of � of measure 0 in Theorem B is determined by some Diophantine
approximation conditions given in [5], and includes the � with only rational entries.

In addition to unitary equivalences of real spectral triples, one could also look at
Morita equivalences of real spectral triples [37], Chapter 7.2, even though it is not a
true equivalence since it is not symmetric in general, see [12], Remark 1.143. It would
be interesting to study Morita equivalences of spin structures on noncommutative tori,
especially since all Morita equivalences of the algebra of functions on the smooth
noncommutative tori are known [32], [20], Theorem 1.1. We hope to return to this
question in the future.

2. Definition of a real spectral triple

Since there are various, slightly different, definitions of real spectral triples, cf. [9],
p. 159–162, [37], Chapter 3, [22], Chapter 10, and we need to refer to the conditions
unambiguously, we will explicitly state the definition of real spectral triple we use.
For the definition of an equivariant spectral triple, see Section 2.1. A spin structure
on a manifoldM , of dimension n, is a nontrivial double cover of the principal SO.n/
bundle of orthogonal frames of the tangent bundle TM [26], Chapter II.1. After [10],
we know that a real spectral triple is the right noncommutative geometry analog of a
spin structure on a manifold.

For a real spectral triple we have the following data:

� a unital Fréchet algebra A, �-isomorphic to a proper dense subalgebra of a
C�-algebra which is stable with respect to the holomorphic functional calculus;

� a separable Hilbert space H with a representation of A acting as bounded op-
erators;

� an unbounded self-adjoint operator D, called ‘Dirac operator’;

� an antilinear isometry J of H onto itself, called ‘reality operator’;

� an integer n � 0, called ‘dimension’;
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� if n is even, a self-adjoint unitary operator � of H onto itself such that �2 D Id,
called ‘grading operator’. We call the spectral triple even in this case.

These objects also satisfy the Conditions 1 to 9 in order for them to be called a real
spectral triple of dimension n.

Condition 1 (Compact resolvent). The Dirac operatorD has compact resolvent, that
is, D has finite dimensional kernel andD�1 (defined on the orthogonal complement
of the kernel) is a compact operator. Furthermore, for all a 2 A, ŒD; �.a/� is a
bounded operator.

Condition 2 (Grading operator). If n is even, the Z2 grading operator � splits the
Hilbert space H into H C and H �, where H ˙ is the .˙/ eigenspace of � . The
operator D is odd with respect to this operator, D� D ��D, and the representation
� of A on H is even, so we can write

�.a/ D
�
a 0

0 a

�
; D D

�
0 D�
DC 0

�
;

where DC and D� are adjoint to each other.

Condition 3. The operators J , D and � satisfy the commutation relations from
Table 1, and the operator J is unitary: J � D J�1.

Table 1. Signs of the spectral triple.

n mod 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

J 2 D ˙Id (�J ) C C � � � � C C
JD D ˙DJ (�D) C � C C C � C C
J� D ˙�J (�� ) C � C �

Condition 4 (Dimension). The eigenvalues 	k of jDj�1, arranged in decreasing
order, grow asymptotically,

	k D O.k�n/;

where n is an integer called the dimension.

Condition 5 (First order condition). For all a; b 2 A the following commutation
relations hold:

Œa; J b�J �� D 0: (1)

ŒŒD; a�; J b�J �� D 0: (2)
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We will write bo D Jb�J �. The above formulas establish that the opposite
algebra:

Ao D fao D J �a�J j a 2 Ag;
lies within the commutator of A.

Recall that a Hochschild k-chain is defined as an element c of Ck.M;A/ D
M ˝ A˝k , with M a bimodule over A. A boundary map b W Ck ! Ck�1 is defined
as

b D P
iD0;k

.�1/idi ;

d0.m˝ a1 ˝ � � � ˝ ak/ D ma1 ˝ a2 � � � ˝ ak;

di .m˝ a1 ˝ � � � ˝ ak/ D m˝ a1 ˝ � � � ˝ aiaiC1 ˝ � � � ˝ ak;

dk.m˝ a1 ˝ � � � ˝ ak/ D akm˝ a1 ˝ � � � ˝ ak�1:

Since b2 D 0, this makes Ck.M;A/ into a chain complex.
Condition 5 gives a representation of Hochschild k-chains Ck.A;A ˝ Ao/ on H

by

�D..a˝ bo/˝ a1 ˝ � � � ˝ ak/ D aboŒD; a1� : : : ŒD; ak�:

Condition 6 (Orientability). There is a Hochschild cycle c 2 Zn.A;A ˝ Ao/ such
that �D.c/ D � when n is even, and �D.c/ D Id when n is odd.

Condition 7 (Regularity). For all a 2 A, both a and ŒD; a� belong to the domain
of smoothness

T1
kD1 Dom.ık/, where the derivation ı is given by ı.T / D ŒjDj; T �

with jDj D p
D�D.

Condition 8 (Finiteness). The space of smooth vectors H 1 D T1
kD1 Dom.Dk/ is

a finitely generated projective left A module. Also, there is a Hermitian pairing .
j�/
on this module given by

h
; �i D
«
.
j�/jDj�n;

where
ª

is the noncommutative integral (defined for example in [37], Chapter 5).

Condition 9 (Poincaré duality). The Fredholm index of the operator D yields a
nondegenerate intersection form on the K-theory ring of the algebra A ˝ Ao.

Finally, we restrict our attention to irreducible spectral triples, that is, the only
operators commuting with the action of the algebra andD are the scalars. In the case
A is commutative, this is equivalent to demanding the manifold is connected, see [9],
Remark 6 on p. 163.
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2.1. Equivariant spectral triples. There are different candidates for the notion of
symmetries of noncommutative geometries. One obvious candidate is the group of
automorphisms of the algebra A, but for noncommutative algebras this group can
be very small, while it seems that there should be more symmetries available. An
attempt to enlarge this group of symmetries in an interesting way is the notion of
equivariant spectral triples. Equivariant spectral triples were introduced in [34]. One
describes symmetries of spectral triples in the form of Hopf algebras. In this paper
we are interested in n-dimensional spectral triples which are equivariant with respect
to a Hopf algebra with n different commuting derivations. This, together with the
irreducibility condition, is the analog of a connected compact homogeneous space in
commutative geometry.

In the context of Hopf algebras, we shall use Sweedler’s notation for the coproduct:
�h D h.1/ ˝ h.2/. See for example [24], Chapter 3, for an introduction to Hopf
algebras and some standard notation. An equivariant real spectral triple is a real
spectral triple .A;H ;D; J / together with a Hopf algebra H , with multiplication 	,
unit 
, comultiplication �, counit � and antipode S , and an antilinear involution �
making H into a �-algebra such that

�h� D .�h/�˝�; �.h�/ D �.h/; .S B �/2 D Id:

Recall that anH -module algebra is an algebraAwith a complex linear representation
 of H on A such that A is a linear space, and  respects the algebra structure

.h/.a1a2/ D ..h.1//a1/..h.2//a2/

for all h 2 H , a1; a2 2 A. WhenA is anH -module algebra we define an equivariant
(left, right) A-module to be a (left, right) A-module M such that

M .h/.am/ D .A.h.1//a/.M .h.2//m/

for all h 2 H , a 2 A, m 2 M . The objects of the equivariant real spectral triple
transform in a compatible way under the action of the Hopf algebra:

� The algebra A is an H -module algebra.

� There is a dense subspace V � H such that V is an equivariant left A-module.

� For every h 2 H , the Dirac operator is equivariant, ŒD; h� D 0 on the (dense)
intersection of the domain of D and V .

� The action of H op is well defined on the opposite algebra Ao via the equality
J�1hJ D .Sh/�.

� If the spectral triple is even, then Œ�; h� D 0.

In the case of equivariance with respect to a torus action, we take the universal
enveloping algebra U.tn/ of the familiar Lie algebra tn of the n-torus. This means
that we have a basis of derivations ıi , with a representation  on H such that for
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a 2 A.T n
�
/, v 2 H :

ıiıj D ıj ıi ; (3a)

�.ıi / D ıi ˝ Id C Id ˝ ıi ; (3b)

.ıi /�.a/v D .�.ıia/C �.a//v; (3c)

.ıi /Dv D D.ıi /v; (3d)

.ıi /J v D �J.ıi /
�v: (3e)

3. Outline of the classification

The outline of the proof of Theorem A is as follows. First in Section 4 we determine
the action of the algebra on the Hilbert space such that the equivariance condition is
met. This action is already well known, but we derive it to show that there are no other
possibilities. In Section 5 we move to real spectral triples and determine possible
forms of the reality operator J by considering the anti-isomorphism A.T n

�
/ 7!

A.T n
�
/o and the equivariance condition (3e). We find several possible families of

real spectral triples, only one of which consists of isospectral deformations of spin
structures on the commutative torus. In Section 6 we determine the classes of possible
Dirac operators for each candidate family of real spectral triples using equivariance
of the Dirac operator and the first-order condition, and show that only the isospectral
deformation family is compatible with the compact resolvent condition.

In Section 7 we determine that the parameters � in the Dirac operators must be
linearly independent vectors spanning Rn, using the Hochschild homology condition
and earlier results on the Hochschild homology on noncommutative tori. The last step
in the classification is done in Section 8, where we use the spin manifold reconstruction
theorem to show that the Dirac operator is really a Dirac operator in the sense of spin
geometry.

After the classification, we give in Section 9 an explicit description of the con-
structed real spectral triples on the noncommutative torus.

Finally, in Section 10, we study unitary equivalences of the real spectral triples,
and show that unitary equivalences induced by inner automorphisms of the algebra
do not change the spin structure for almost all � . When n D 2 we show that the
known outer automorphisms do change the spin structure if the real spectral triple is
an isospectral deformation of a nontrivial spin structure. When n > 2, we show that
the flip automorphism cannot change the spin structure.

4. Hilbert space and algebra

We look for possible equivariant representations of the algebra of functions of the
smooth noncommutative torus and give a basis of the Hilbert space H for which
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equivariance is obvious. We do not use any special conditions from the definition of
a real spectral triple, except that the Hilbert space should be separable.

We denote the noncommutative torus, or more precisely, the algebra of continuous
functions on the noncommutative n-torus, by A.T n

�
/, where � is an antisymmetric

real .n� n/-matrix. As Hopf algebra symmetry for which the algebra representation
must be equivariant we take the Hopf algebra generated by n independent commuting
elements ı1; : : : ; ın.

The algebra of smooth or continuous functions on the noncommutative torus is
generated by unitary elements Ue1

; : : : ; Uen
such that

Uek
Uel

D exp.2�i�kl/Uel
Uek

;

with �kl the component of the matrix at position .k; l/. As a short-hand notation, we
will write

e. � / D exp.2�i � /:
The Hopf algebra action of our basis elements on the unitary generators is [34]:
ıiUej

D Uej
if i D j , and 0 otherwise. If we interpret the ej as the j -th basis vector

of Zn, we can write more generally unitary elements of the algebra in the form

Ux D e.1
2

P
k>j xj �jkxk/.Ue1

/x1.Ue2
/x2 : : : .Uen

/xn

for x D P
xj ej . The Fréchet algebra of smooth functions on the noncommutative

torus is a dense subalgebra of this algebra.
Just as for the algebra, we will write ıx for the derivation given by

ıx D ıx1
ıx2

: : : ıxn
:

From the definitions, it is immediate that

ıxUy D .x � y/Uy;

where .x � y/ is the standard inner product on Zn.
Now we look for a Hilbert space H0 which is an equivariant left A� -module. As

a basis of H0 we choose mutual eigenvectors e� of the derivations,

.ıi /e� D 	ie�;

where the � form a countable subset of Rn.
In order for the spectral triple to be a noncommutative torus, we demand that the

action of the algebra is equivariant with respect to a torus action, as in equation (3c).
Written out for the unitary generators Ux, we see that

�0.Ux/e� D ux;�e�Cx;

with ux;� 2 C to be determined. Thus for the minimal irreducible equivariant
representation the � will lie in a translate of a lattice,

H0 D L
m2Zn

H�0Cm; (4)
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where each H�0Cm Š C. There are no restrictions yet on �0, these will be deter-
mined later.

Since the Ux should be unitary, we have that

he�; ux;�e�Cxi D hu�x;�e��x; e�i H) ux;�ı�;�Cx D u�x;�ı��x;�: (5)

Finally the definition of Ux in terms of Ui gives the relations

uxCy;� D e.1
2
x � �y/ux;�Cyuy;�: (6)

Lemma 1. Up to unitary transformations of H any unitary equivariant representa-
tion of A.T n

�
/ on H is given by

�A
0 .Ux/e� D e.1

2
x � Ax C x � A�/e�Cx; (7)

with A any .n � n/-matrix such that A � At D � .

Since the representations �A
0 , given by different matrices A such that A�At D �

are equivalent, we drop the A from the notation, and just write �0 for a representation
defined by equation (7).

Proof. It is clear that for any matrix A the representation given above satisfies the
relations (5) and (6). Given two representations � and � 0 satisfying the equivariance
condition (3c) we can write any element w 2 H as a unique sum

P
x2Zn �x�.Ux/e0

with .�/x2Zn 2 `2.Zn/. In other words, e0 is a cyclic vector with respect to the
algebra action. Now construct an operator T W H ! H by setting Te0 D e0 and
extending by

Tw D T
P

x2Zn

�x�.Ux/e0 D P
x2Zn

�x�
0.Ux/e0:

This is well defined if � and � 0 are representations of the same algebra A.T n
�
/ since

they satisfy the same algebra relation (6), and it is an invertible map on H because both
�.Ux/e0 and � 0.Ux/e0 span the Hilbert space if we take all x 2 Zn. By construction
T �1� 0.Ux/T D �.Ux/, and it is a unitary transformation because we can calculate

hT v; T wi D P
x;y2Zn

N�x	yh� 0.Ux/e0; �
0.Uy/e0i

D P
x�yD0

N�x	yh� 0.Ux/e0; �
0.Uy/e0i

D P
x2Zn

N�x	�x

D hv;wi;
since hex; eyi D 0 if x ¤ y, and the representations � and � 0 are unitary.

There might be more unitary equivalences of the algebra, a question which we
explore in Section 10, but for now we were only interested in possible representations
of the algebra.
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5. Reality operator

In this section, we derive conditions on the equivariant reality operator J , to give
us a real spectral triple. We will only consider conditions following from relations
between A, H and J and the equivariance condition (3e). No use is made of the
Dirac operator in this section.

The equivariance condition for J is given in (3e):

.l/J v D �J.l�/v (8)

for v 2 H and l an element of the Hopf algebra of the symmetries of the non-
commutative n-torus. For our basic derivations ıi , we have ı�

i D ıi , so this just
means

ıiJe� D �	iJe� (9)

for all i . Since we are working with the representation given in (4), we see that J
must map an element e� of the basis to e��.

The Tomita involution J0.a/ D a� [35] gives a commuting representation, but it
does not follow the commutation relations in Table 1, so we will have to enlarge our
Hilbert space. Define

H ´ L
j 2I

Hj ; (10)

with each Hj as in (4) and I an index set. Every nondegenerate representation of
an involutive Banach algebra is a direct sum of cyclic representations [36], Propo-
sition I.9.17, and because of the equivariance condition (3c), we get that the only
cyclic representations we can consider are the ones given by Lemma 1. We write
basis vectors of this Hilbert space as e�;j with � 2 Zn and j 2 I .

For different j 2 I , lattices spanned by � could a priori be shifted by a different
amount, satisfying (9), but we will see in Section 6 that this cannot be the case if the
spectral triple is irreducible.

We look for an antilinear operator J such that J 2 D �J Id, with signs as in
Table 1, and such that, for every a 2 A.T n

�
/, Ja�J�1 commutes with all b 2 A.T n

�
/

satisfying equation (1). The image of A.T n
�
/ under the isomorphism a 7! Ja�J�1

is denoted by A.T n
�
/o. We write U o

x for the image of Ux.
Firstly, equation (8) has as a consequence that J acts as follows on elements of

the basis e�;j :
Je�;j D P

akj .�/e��;k : (11)

We can thus write Je�;j D ƒ.��/J0e�;j , withƒ.��/ some unitary or skew unitary
bounded linear functional and J0 an antilinear diagonal operator:

J0ae�;j D a�e��;j :

If we apply J twice, we should get �J Id, which can be written as

J � Je�;j D Jƒ.��/e��;j D ƒ.�/ƒ�.��/e��;j ;
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and so we see that
ƒ.�/ƒ.��/� D �J Id:

By applying J on a unitary generator Ux of A� we get the following condition
on ƒ.�/:

Lemma 2. The map a 7! Ja�J � is an isomorphism into the commutant if and only
if for all x; y 2 Zn:

ƒ.x C y/ D e.x � Ay C y � Ax/ƒ.x/ƒ.0/�ƒ.y/;

where Je�;j D ƒ.��/J0e�;j , with J0 the Tomita involution, and

ƒ.x/ƒ.x/� D Id; ƒ.x/ƒ.�x/� D �J Id:

As a consequence we have

U o
x e�;j D e.� � Ax C 1

2
x � Ax/ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�e�Cx;j ; (12)

where ƒ.�/ D e.� � A�/ƒ0.�/, and ƒ0.�/ij D cij e.�ij .�// with cij 2 C and
�ij W Rn ! R such that

P
j 2I cij e.�ij .��//c�

jk
e.��ij .�// D �J ıik .

Proof. First we calculate U o
x D JU �

x J
� using equation (11):

U o
x e�;j D JU �

x J
�e�;j

D JU �
x ƒ.�/

te��;j

D Je.x � A� C 1
2
x � Ax/ƒ.�/te���x;j

D ƒ.� C x/e.�x � A� � 1
2
x � Ax/ƒ.�/�e�Cx;j :

We compute the commutator ŒUy; U
o
x �:

UyU
o
x e�;j D e.y � A.� C x C 1

2
y/ � x � A.� C 1

2
x//ƒ.� C x/ƒ�.�/e�CxCy;j

U o
xUye�;j D e.�x � A.� C y C 1

2
x/

C y � A.� C 1
2
y//ƒ.� C x C y/ƒ�.� C y/e�CxCy;j :

If the commutator vanishes, we see that by canceling common terms we must have

e.y � Ax/ƒ.� C x/ƒ�.�/ D e.�x � Ay/ƒ.� C x C y/ƒ�.� C y/:

This has as a consequence thatƒ.x/ij consists of e.fij .x//with fij .x/ a function
of the form x � Bij x C �ij .x/C �ij . We see that the quadratic part must be the same
for each component, and that Bij D A. The constant part �ij can be absorbed into
by unitary transformation. We can thus write

ƒ.x/ D e.x � Ax/ƒ0.x/; (13)
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where ƒ0.x/ consists of functions cij e.�ij .x// such that ƒ0.x/ D �Jƒ
0.�x/t and

ƒ0.x/ƒ0.x/� D Id. If we then calculate U o
x , we obtain

U o
x e� D ƒ.� C x/e.�x � A� � 1

2
x � Ax/ƒ.�/�e�Cx;j

D e..� C x/ � A.� C x/ � x � A�

� 1
2
x � Ax � � � A�/ƒ0.� C x/ƒ0.�/�e�Cx;j

D e.� � Ax C 1

2
x � Ax/ƒ0.� C x/ƒ0.�/�e�Cx;j

D e.� � Ax C 1
2
x � Ax/ƒ0.x/ƒ0.0/�e�Cx;j :

By definition (13) of ƒ0, we have ƒ0.0/ D ƒ.0/, so this is exactly equation (12).

6. Dirac operator

The remaining piece of the real spectral triple is the Dirac operator. In this sec-
tion, using the results from the previous section, the equivariance condition (3d), and
Conditions 1 and 5, we derive conditions for the Dirac operator D. We see that for
different forms of ƒ as given in Lemma 2 only the form ƒ0.x/2 D Id can lead to
isospectral deformations of spin structures on the commutative n-torus. By apply-
ing the compact resolvent condition of Condition 1, we show that this is the only
possibility compatible with the definition of noncommutative geometry.

An equivariant Dirac operator D commutes with the basic derivations ıi as de-
scribed in (3d):

De�;j D P
k2I

dk
�;j e�;k :

Since D should be self-adjoint, we have dk
�;j D .d

j

�;k
/�. We will write

De�;j D D.�/e�;j : (14)

This means that D.�/ is the operator D restricted to the eigenspace of derivations
with eigenvalue �. This is well defined due to the equivariance condition (3d).

Given an element � in a shifted lattice zZn, we define the Hilbert space H� as the
span of eigenvectors vj of the basic derivations ıi such that ıivj D �ivj for each
i . As a consequence of the equivariance of the Dirac operator and the irreducibility
condition, all the � must lie in the same lattice, by the following argument.

Between two Hilbert spaces H� and H� we have an isometry if � � � 2 Zn,
given by the unitary element U��� of the algebra. Now consider the projector P�

that is Id on H� for which � � � 2 Zn, and 0 otherwise. This projection clearly
commutes with the algebra, and, because of (14), also with the Dirac operator. If the
spectral triple is irreducible, only scalars may commute with both the algebra and the
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Dirac operator, so P� is the identity on the whole Hilbert space H , hence all lattices
are shifted by the same vector �. Because of (9), we can then conclude that � consists
of elements which are either 0 or 1

2
.

From the first order condition in equation (2), we deduce:

Lemma 3. An equivariant Dirac operatorD which satisfies the first order condition
must be of the form

D.x C y/ D .ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2.D.y/ �D.0//CD.x/: (15)

Proof. To check the first order condition, it is sufficient to check it only for the unitary
generators of A� :

ŒŒD;Ux�; U
o
y � D DUxU

0
y � UxDU

o
y � U o

yDUx C U o
yUxD D 0

for all x; y 2 Zn. Using Lemma 2, we write out the first order condition:

DUxU
0
y e�;j D a.x; y;�/D.x C y C �/ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/�e�CxCy;j

UxDU
0
y e�;j D a.x; y;�/D.y C �/ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/�e�CxCy;j

U 0
y DUxe�;j D a.x; y;�/ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/�D.x C �/e�CxCy;j

U 0
y UxDe�;j D a.x; y;�/ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/�D.�/e�CxCy;j :

Here a.x; y;�/ is the common factor

a.x; y;�/ D e.x � A� C � � Ay C x � Ay C 1
2
.x � Ax C y � Ay//:

This gives the relation

.D.x C y C �/ �D.y C �//ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/� D ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/�.D.x C �/ �D.�//:
Since D is self-adjoint and ƒ0.x/ unitary, we can rewrite this as

.D.x C y C �/ �D.y C �// D .ƒ0.y/ƒ0.0/�/2.D.x C �/ �D.�//:
For y D x and � D 0, the solution to the defining equation (15) is

D.x/ D P
i

.�i � x/Ai C .ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2B C C; (16)

where the Ai , B and C are bounded operators such that Ce�;j D P
k cjke�;k and

similarly for B and Ai , and ker.
P

i �i � xAi / contains at least the x 2 Zn such that
.ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2 ¤ Id. This is the unique solution, since we see from equation (15)
that D is fully determined after we choose suitable D.ei / for 1 � i � n.

If .ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2 D Id, this gives a linear Dirac operator, familiar from com-
mutative geometry. However, at first glance it seems that there might be other spin
structures, not corresponding to commutative spin geometries. These other candi-
date geometries, where .ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2 ¤ Id, will however drop out because they are
incompatible with the compact resolvent condition on D.
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Lemma 4. Only if .ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2 D Id can the equivariant Dirac operatorD have
a compact resolvent. HenceD is of the form

De�;j D � P
i

.�i � �/Ai C C
�
e�;j :

As a corollary, we have that J is of the form

Je�;j D e.� � A�/ƒe��;j ; (17)

with ƒ a constant isometry such that ƒ2 D �J Id.

Proof. By [29], Theorem XIII.64, we see that an unbounded self-adjoint operatorD
bounded away from 0 has a compact resolvent if and only if the set

Fb D f 2 Dom.D/ j k k � 1; kD k � bg
is compact for all b 2 R. However, if .ƒ0.x/ƒ.0/�/2 ¤ Id for some direction x, we
know that x 2 ker.

P
i �i � xAi /, and then it follows from (16) that the norm ofDe�x

is bounded by B C C for all � 2 Z. When we take b > kB C Ck, Fb contains at
least e�x for all � 2 Z ¤ 0, so Fb cannot be compact.

7. Grading and Hochschild homology

In this section we investigate what extra conditions on the spectral triple of the non-
commutative torus come from the grading operator and Hochschild conditions, Con-
ditions 2 and 6. We find that the parameters �i introduced in Section 6 must be
linearly independent vectors spanning Rn.

We start by investigating the Hochschild cycle condition, which states that there
is a Hochschild cocycle c 2 Zn.A;A ˝ Ao/ whose representative on H is � when
n is even, or Id if n is odd. The � operator is an isometry, with eigenvalues 1 and �1,
and so by Condition 2 and the diagonal action of the algebra on the Hilbert space, we
see that

� D
�
�C 0

0 ��
�
;

where �C and �� are unitary self-adjoint operators which have only eigenvalues C1
and �1 respectively. Using a unitary transformation, we can assume these operators
to be diagonal, thus

� D
�

IdC 0

0 �Id�

�
;

where IdC and Id� are the identity operators on the positive and negative eigenspaces
of � .
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An obvious candidate for the Hochschild cycle inZn.A;A ˝ Ao/ is the straight-
forward generalization of the unique such cycle for the noncommutative 2-torus [28],
p. 324, which is

c2 D U �
.1;0/U

�
.0;1/ ˝ U.0;1/ ˝ U.1;0/ � U �

.0;1/U
�
.1;0/ ˝ U.1;0/ ˝ U.0;1/:

A candidate generator of the n-th Hochschild homology of the noncommutative n-
torus is given by

cn D P
�2Sn

�
sign.�/.

nQ
iD1

Ue�.i/
/�

nN
iD1

.Ue�.i/
/
�
; (18)

with ei an orthonormal basis of Zn. It is known by [22], Lemma 12.15, that this a
Hochschild cycle. Due to [38], Theorem 1.1, the n-th Hochschild homology of the
n-torus is 1-dimensional. Together with Lemmas 5 and 6 below, this means that (18)
generates the n-th Hochschild homology.

Lemma 5. For the noncommutative n-torus, only nontrivial cycles can be mapped
to � when n is even, and to Id when n is odd, by the map �D .

Proof. Since the Hochschild cycle consists of polynomial expressions, it is enough
to prove the result for individual homogeneous polynomials because any cycle can
be written as the sum of homogeneous polynomials. Define

c0 D Ux0 ˝ U o
y ˝ Ux1 ˝ � � � ˝ Uxn 2 ZnC1.A;A ˝ Ao/;

with xi ; y 2 Zn. As in [37], Chapter 3.5, we see that

�D.bc0/ D .�1/nŒ�o.Uy/�.Ux0/ŒD; �.Ux1/� : : : ŒD; �.Uxn/�; �.UxnC1/�: (19)

Since ŒD;Ux� D CxUx with Cx some operator depending on x, �D.bc0/ is propor-
tional to

Cx1;:::;xn�.Ux0/�o.Uy/�.Ux1/ : : : �.Uxn/�.UxnC1/:

When n is even, � maps e�;j to ˙e�;j , the total sum y C PnC1
iD0 xi must be 0. If

A.T n
�
/ and A.T n

�
/o have a trivial intersection, U o

y must have total degree 0. The

total
PnC1

iD0 xi is 0, and since Ux and U�x commute, the commutator (19) vanishes.
When n is odd, the argument goes the same.

If A.T n
�
/ and A.T n

�
/o have nontrivial intersection, there are y for whichUxUy D

UyUx for all x 2 Zn. In that case, by the same arguments as for the trivial intersection
case above, the Uy must lie entirely within the intersection of A.T n

�
/ and A.T n

�
/o,

and since xnC1 D �y � Pn
iD0 xi , the commutator (19) vanishes:

ŒU o
yUx1 : : : Uxn ; UxnC1 � D U o

y ŒUx1 : : : Uxn ; UxnC1 �

D U o
y .1 � e.xnC1 � � Pn

i xi //

D U o
y .1 � e.xnC1 � �.�y � xnC1/// D 0:

Since xnC1 � �xnC1 D 0 and Uy commutes with UxnC1 .
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Lemma 6. The Dirac operator given in Lemma 4 satisfies the Hochschild condition
only if the vectors �i are linearly independent. The Dirac operator is

D D P
i

.�i � ı/Ai C C;

where the Ai are bounded operators such that
P

�2Sn

sign.�/
Q
i

A�.i/ D det.�1�2 : : :�n/� (20)

when n is even, and det.�1�2 : : :�n/Id when n is odd.

Proof. In order to deduce the representative of the Hochschild cycle (18) on the
Hilbert space H , we calculate

ŒD;Ux�e�;j D De.x � A� C 1
2
x � Ax/e�Cx;j � Ux.

P
k �k � �Ake�;j /

D e.x � A� C 1
2
x � Ax/.

P
k �k � xAke�Cx;j /:

We suppress the e.x � A� C 1
2
x � Ax/ factors, since these are canceled from the left

by the U �
ei

factors, and expand (18):

�D.c/ D �D.
P

�2Sn
.sign.�/.

Qn
iD1 Ue�.i/

/�
Nn

iD1.Ue�.i/
///

D P
�2Sn

.sign.�/.
Qn

iD1 Ue�.i/
/�

Qn
iD1ŒD;Ue�.i/

�/

D P
�2Sn

.sign.�/
P

k

Qn
iD1 �k � e�.i/Ak/:

This expression should be some constant times � or Id, depending on the dimension.
Due to [10], Proposition 4.2, we can write this as

�D.c/ D det.�1�2 : : :�n/
P

�2Sn

sign.�/
Q
i

A�.i/;

where we view .�1�2 : : :�n/ an .n � n/-matrix with �i as the columns, from which
it is immediately clear that the vectors must be linearly independent.

8. Dimension, finiteness and regularity

Here we establish, using the conditions of dimension, regularity and finiteness (Con-
ditions 4, 7 and 8), that the real spectral triple must be an isospectral deformation of
a spin structure on a noncommutative torus. The result follows from Connes’ spin
manifold theorem. In the course of proving this, we find a proof for an elementary
fact about Hermitian matrices generating a Clifford algebra, for which we do not
know an elementary proof.
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Lemma 7. If the �i span Rn, for arbitrary ai 2 R and all " > 0, there is a t 2 R
and a finite set of �j 2 zZn, with zZn a shifted lattice as in Section 5, such that

P
i

jtai � �i � P
j

�j j < ":

Proof. Every vector p 2 Zn can be written as a sum of at most two vectors �j 2
zZn. By Dirichlet’s theorem of simultaneous Diophantine approximation [33], The-
orem II.1B, for all N > 1 and .a0

i / 2 Rn we can find integers q, p1, …, pn with
q < N such that

jqa0
i � pi j < N�1=n

for 1 � i � n and ai 2 R.
Since the �i span Rn, there is a transformation R 2 GL.R; n/ depending only on

the �i such that .Rp/i D �i � p. Set a0
i D .R�1a/i . Call the eigenvalue of R with

the maximal absolute value �max, then clearly we have

jqai � �i � P
j

�j j D jq.Ra0/i � .Rp/i j � j�maxjjqa0
i � pi j < j�maxjN�1=n:

Choosing N such that nj�maxjN�1=n < ", we get the desired result.

Lemma 8. In order forD to be satisfy the compact resolvent condition of Condition 1
and the dimension condition of Condition 4,

P
i

xiAi ;

needs to be invertible for all xi 2 R except when all xi vanish. In particular, all Ai

should be invertible operators.

Proof. If
P

i xiAi is not invertible at a point where xi D �i � � for all i , then clearly
this is also the case for �0 D �� with � 2 Z. Thus the kernel cannot be finite
dimensional in this case.

If
P

i xiAi is not invertible for some non-trivial xi , but xi ¤ �i �� for all � 2 Zn

we have the following.
Since the �i span Rn by Lemma 6, by Lemma 7 we have for every " > 0 a set

of vectors �j 2 Zn such that
P

i j P
j �i � �j � xi j < ". Take an element y in the

kernel of
P

i xiAi . Then k.Pi;j �i � �jAi / � yk < "kyk. Hence there is at least one
eigenvalue of

P
i;j �i � �jAi smaller or equal to ". But this means that the spectrum

of jDj�1 is unbounded, hence D�1 cannot be compact.

We have so far assumed nothing about the size of the Hilbert space H compared
to the basic irreducible representation of the algebra, H0 as defined in equation (4).
By construction, H is a left A.T n

�
/-module. According to Condition 8, a certain

submodule H 1 of H should be a finitely generated projective left A.T n
�
/-module.

This has the following consequence:
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Lemma 9. The spectral triple .A;H ;D/ only satisfies the finiteness condition of
Condition 8 if the Hilbert space H is a finite direct sum of copies of H0. If we assume
the algebra A to be closed under the collection of seminorms kık. � /k defined in
Condition 7, it is given by

A.T n
� / D fPx2Zn a.x/Ux j a.x/ 2 �.Zn/g;

where �.Zn/ is the set of Schwartz functions over Zn:

�.Zn/ D ˚
a W Zn ! C j sup

x2Zn

.1C kxk2/kja.x/j2 < 1 for all k 2 N
�
:

Proof. By the arguments in [7], Lemma III.6.˛.2, we know that the intersection
of the domain of the ık is stable under the holomorphic functional calculus. The
collection of seminorms kık. � /k is equivalent to the collection of seminorms qk D
supx2 zZn.1C jxj2/kja.x/j because of the following argument.

We can write kık.a/k2 D P
i

P
x2Zn kAik2kk�i � xk2kja.x/j2. Because of

Lemmas 6 and 8, we know that
P

i kAik2kk�i � xk2k can be bounded between
c1;kkxk2k and c2;kkxk2k for constants c1;k; c2;k > 0. Thus the family of seminorms
kık.a/k is equivalent to the family of seminorms q0

k
.a/ D P

x2Zn kxk2kja.x/j2.
Now if an element a of the C�-algebra A has a finite norm in all q0

k
, then clearly

supx2Zn.1C kxk2/kja.x/j2 < 1 for all k 2 N. Conversely, if a 2 A.T n
�
/, we can

write

q0
k.a/ D P

x2Zn

kxk2kja.x/j2 D P
x2Zn

.1C kxk2/p.1C kxk2/�pkxk2l ja.x/j2;

and this last sum converges if p is big enough since .1 C kxk2/pja.x/j2 is by as-
sumption less than some finite constant cp and

P
x2Zn cpkxk2k.1Ckxk/�p converges

when p > n=2C k.
By Condition 8, we have that H 1 is a finitely generated projective left A.T n

�
/

module. We already knew that H must be a direct sum of copies of H0 due to the
discussion following (10). The finiteness condition then ensures that the sum must be
finite. All conditions stated in Conditions 7 and 8 are then easily seen to be fulfilled.

Remark 1. The choice of smooth structure is not unique even in the commutative
case, given just the algebra C�-algebra A of the noncommutative torus. See for
example [23]. However, given the equivariance condition of the Dirac operator and the
assumption that the smooth algebra consists of all elements such that kık. � /k < 1
for all k 2 N, the algebra is uniquely determined by the above argument.

The number of generators of H in terms of H0 is still undetermined, but a lower
bound is given by [2], Theorem 1. This theorem states that for complex Hermitian
k�kmatrices, with k D .2aC1/2b , there exists at most 2bC1matrices satisfying the
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non-invertibility property of Lemma 8. So in order to have at least n such matrices, k
should be at least 2bn=2c. Hermitian matrices generating an irreducible representation
of a Clifford algebra Cln;0 are an example of a set of matrices attaining this lower
bound.

Remark 2. It does not follow from Lemma 8 that the algebra generated by the
matrices Ai is a Clifford algebra. What remains to be shown is that .

P
i xiAi /

2 lies
in the center of the bounded operators on H for all x 2 Rn. The condition of Lemma 8
alone is not enough to show this.

Consider a set of self-adjoint matrices fBig generating a Clifford algebra. These
satisfy the invertibility condition of Lemma 8, and the Hochschild condition (20).
Since they are self-adjoint, we can diagonalizeB1 byB1 D UƒU �, withƒ a diagonal
matrix with real elements. If we rescale the elements ofƒ each by a different nonzero
amount to ƒ0, the set fUƒ0U �g [ fBigi�2 still has the invertibility property, but not
necessarily the Hochschild property, as a calculation for any case n � 4 will show.
If n D 2; 3, the invertibility property does imply the Hochschild property however.

However, a weaker form of Connes’ reconstruction theorem [10], Theorem 11.5,
implies the following result:

Lemma 10. In order for the candidate structure .A.T n
�
/;H ;D; J / to satisfy both

the Hochschild condition of Condition 6 and the dimension condition of Condition 4,
the matrices Ai of Lemma 4 must generate a Clifford algebra.

Proof. If we look at our conditions on A.T n
�
/, H ,D and J , we see that none of them

depend on the antisymmetric matrix � . Also, the action of the Dirac operator on the
Hilbert space is independent of � . This means that we can just set � D 0, where we
have the real spectral triple .A0;H ;D; J / of smooth functions on the n-torus. Due
to the results of Connes’ spin manifold theorem (see for example [22], Lemma 11.6,
[10], Remark 5.12), this implies that the Ai generate a Clifford algebra.

Because the size of the maximal set of matrices which satisfy the invertibility
condition of Lemma 8 is odd, due to [2], Theorem 1, we have as a corollary:

Corollary 1. A set of .2b � 2b/ Hermitian matrices fAign
iD1, where n D 2b C 1,

such that the equation
det.

P
i

xiAi / D 0

only has the zero solution .xi D 0/niD1 in Rn generate a Clifford algebra if and only
if P

�2Sn

sign.�/
nQ
i

A�.i/ D �Idk

for some nonzero � 2 R.
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If we assume the spectral triple to be irreducible, we need that the matrices generate
an irreducible representation of the Clifford algebra. This restricts the size of the
matrices to be exactly 2bn=2c.

From the results in Sections 4, 5 and 6 it now follows that the remaining conditions,
the Poincaré duality of Condition 9 and the Hermitian pairing of Condition 8 are also
satisfied, since they are satisfied by isospectral deformations.

This completes the proof of Theorem A:

Theorem A. All irreducible real spectral triples with an equivariant n-torus actions
are isospectral deformations of spin structures on an n-torus.

9. Description of the real spectral triples

Finally, we show that given a Dirac operatorD that satisfies all conditions so far, the
reality operator J is uniquely determined, and list all the ingredients that constitute
all real spectral triples of the noncommutative n-torus. Also, we show in some low-
dimensional cases what freedom still exists in the definition of the Dirac operator.

Recall that the Clifford algebra Cln;0 is the algebra over R generated by Rn, 1
and a positive definite quadratic form q subject to the relation v � v D �q.v/Id. The
Clifford group is defined as the group generated by the image of an orthonormal basis
of Rn together with �1.

Lemma 11. If D is given by
P

j .�
j � ı/Aj with Aj representatives of the Clifford

group of Cln;0 there is a unique J operator for each n, up to multiplication with a
complex number of norm 1.

Proof. If d D 1, 2, 3 or 4 this can be done for example by calculations, see Re-
mark 3 below. We proceed by induction. First we prove existence. Recall that there
are isomorphisms ClnC2;0 ' Cl0;n ˝ Cl2;0 and Cl0;nC2 ' Cln;0 ˝ Cl0;2 by [26],
Theorem I.4.1. Let d > 4, and assume that the lemma has been proven for n � 4.
The operator Jn D Jn�4 ˝ J4 acting on Cln;0 Š Cln�4;0 ˝ Cl4;0 has precisely the
right commutation relations, except for n 	 1 mod 4, as can easily be calculated by
looking at Table 1 and taking into account the periodicity mod 4 of the table, except
for the first row, where we use J 2

4 D �1. In case n 	 1 mod 4, we can achieve the
same by setting Jn D Jn�4 ˝ �4J4.

Now we prove the uniqueness. Write � i
n for the representation of the i -th basis

vector of Rn in Cln;0. An explicit isomorphism Cln;0 	 Cln�4;0 ˝ Cl4;0 can be
chosen, for example,

� i
n D Idn�4 ˝ � i

4 for i � 4; � i
n D � i�4

n�4 ˝ �1
4�

2
4�

3
4�

4
4 for i > 4:

The operators �1
n�

2
n and �3

n�
4
n commute with � i

n for i > 4 and anticommute with �1
n ,

�2
n and �3

n , �4
n , respectively. They square to �1, so the operator

PC μ 1
4
.1C i�1

n�
2
n /.1C i�3

n�
4
n /
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is a projection, which commutes with � i
n for i > 4. The projection PC does not

commute with Jn but does commute with �2�3Jn. Also, the projection PC projects
onto a subspace of dimension 1=4 times the dimension of the irreducible representa-
tion of Cln;0, and the operator �2�3Jn has the same commutation relations with � i

n

for i > 4 as Jn, and since .�2�3Jn/
2 D �J 2

n , it has the right signs for an .n � 4/-
dimensional J operator. This means that PC projects onto a Hilbert space belonging
to an .n � 4/-dimensional spectral triple, where we have a unique J operator by the
induction hypothesis. On the complement of the PC eigenspace we have the unique
J4 operator with the right commutation relations with �i , i � 4.

Stated more elaborately, we have the following result:

Theorem C. The following give all 2n irreducible real spectral triples on the smooth
noncommutative n-torus A.T n

�
/:

� A Hilbert space H constructed as follows:

H D
2bn=2cL

i

H i ; H i D L
m2ZnC�

C;

with � D .�1; : : : ; �n/ 2 Rn and �i 2 f0; 1
2
g.

� An involutive algebra A with unitary generators Ux with x 2 Zn,

A.T n
� / μ fA D P

x a.x/Ux j a 2 �.Zn/g;
with Ux acting on a basis vector e�;i 2 H i by

Uxe�;i D e.1
2
x � Ax C x � A�/e�Cx;i

for any matrix A such that A � At D � .

� An unbounded, densely defined, self-adjoint first order operator

D D
nP

j D1

.�j � ı/Aj C C; (21)

acting on H withC a bounded self-adjoint operator commuting with the algebra
satisfying JCJ�1 D �DC , and �C D �C� if n is even, for �j n linearly
independent vectors in Rn, n matrices Aj of size 2bn=2c � 2bn=2c generating
an irreducible representation of the Clifford group Cln;0, and ı the derivations
ıie� D 	ie�.

� If n is even, the grading operator � is given by
P

�2Sn
sign.�/

Q
i A�.i/, with

Aj the matrices given above.

� A unique (up to multiplication with a complex number of modulus 1) antilinear
isometry J that acts by

Je�;j D e.� � A�/ƒe��;j ;

with ƒ a bounded linear operator such that ƒƒ� D Id andDƒ D ��DƒD�.
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In lower dimensional cases we can explicitly calculate what form C in (21) can
take. In [28], Lemma 2.3, Theorem 2.5, it is proven that C D 0 if n D 2. For n D 3

and 4 we have the following:

Proposition 1. If n D 3 the constant matrix C must have the form qId, where q 2 R
arbitrary. If n D 4, the matrix C must have the form

0
BB@
0 0 a b

0 0 � Nb Na
Na �b 0 0
Nb a 0 0

1
CCA ;

where a; b 2 C.

Proof. If n D 3 it follows from Theorem C that

J D e.� � A�/
P
k2I

ajke��;k;

with I D f1; 2g. We choose a particular form ofD, given by the particular represen-
tation of the Clifford group Cl3;0 known as the Pauli matrices. We see that

J D e.� � A�/

�
0 �1
1 0

�
;

just as in the n D 2 case in [28], Theorem 2.5. Using the appropriate values for �J

and �D found in Table 1, we see that the defining equation is JCJ D C and by a
calculation this shows that C D qId with q 2 R arbitrary. Similarly for n D 4, we
can just check what the conditions are forC to satisfy the equations �D D �D� and
JC D CJ , and this leads to the possibilities given in the proposition. It is trivial to
calculate similar conditions for higher dimensions. Due to the increase in the size of
matrices, and relaxation of the commutation relation with� when going from n D 2k

to n D 2k C 1, the number of parameters will increase when n grows.

Remark 3. If we choose a representation for Cl1;0, Cl2;0 and Cl0;2 all Clifford
algebras Cln;0 can be constructed by the basic isomorphisms, [26], Theorem I.4.1,

Cln;0 ˝ Cl0;2 Š Cl0;nC2;

Cl0;n ˝ Cl2;0 Š ClnC2;0 :

We choose a representation

Cl1;0 D 1; Cl2;0 D
�
0 i

�i 0

�
;

�
1 0

0 �1
�
; Cl0;2 D

�
0 �1
1 0

�
;

�
i 0

0 �i
�
:
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The (unique up to multiplication with a complex number of norm 1) matrix part of
the J operator can easily be calculated:

J2 D J3 D
�
0 1

�1 0

�
; J4 D

0
BB@

0 1 0 0

�1 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1
0 0 1 0

1
CCA ; J5 D

0
BB@
0 0 �1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0

1
CCA :

In this representation, we also see that for all n the matrix component of J has
precisely one nonzero element in each column or row.

10. Unitary equivalences

After establishing that all real spectral triples on the noncommutative n-torus are
isospectral deformations of spin structures on the commutative n-torus, we show that
there is a big difference between their groups of symmetries. In the commutative case,
a diffeomorphism acting from the torus can transform a spin structure into another
according to the action of the diffeomorphism group as calculated in [15]. Here we
show that in the noncommutative case when n D 2 most spin structures, except the
isospectral deformation of the trivial spin structure, are equivalent. When n > 2

the result is less conclusive, due to insufficient knowledge of the full automorphism
group of the C�-algebra in that case.

Recall the definition of a unitary equivalence between two spectral triples:

Definition (Unitary equivalence). A unitary equivalence between two spectral triples
.A;H;D; J; .�// and .A;H;D0; J 0; .� 0// is given by a unitary operator W acting
on the Hilbert space H such that

W�.a/W �1 D �.�.a// for all a 2 A; (22a)

WDW �1 D D0; (22b)

WJW �1 D J 0; (22c)

W �W �1 D � 0; (22d)

where � is a �-automorphism of the C�-algebra A such that the algebra A is mapped
into itself.

We first recall what is known about the automorphisms of the C�-algebra A.T n
�
/.

The main tool for understanding the automorphism group of a general noncommuta-
tive n-torus is [5], Theorem I, which tells us that for � in a set which has full measure
in the space of all antisymmetric matrices, the algebra A.T n

�
/ is an inductive limit of

direct sums of circle algebras. This results allows one to generalize a lot of results
on noncommutative 2-tori to higher-dimensional tori.
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For a noncommutative n-torus which is an inductive limit of direct sums of circle
algebras, the automorphism group fits in the following exact sequence [21], Theo-
rem 2.1:

1 ! Inn.A.T n
� // ! Aut.A.T n

� // ! Aut.K.A.T n
� /// ! 1:

Here an automorphism of K0.A.T n
�
//˚K1.A.T n

�
// should preserve the order unit

Œ1A.T n
�

/� and the order structure .K0.A.T n
�
//˚K1.A.T n

�
///C.

The left side of the exact sequence can be further specified by [21], Corollary 4.6,
which states that for algebras which are inductive limits of direct sums of circle
algebras Inn.A.T n

�
// D Inn0.A.T n

�
//. This means that an inner automorphism of a

noncommutative torus can only give a unitary equivalence of two spin structures if the
identity automorphism gives a unitary equivalence between the two spin structures.

By [30], Theorem 6.1, the order structure .K0.A.T n
�
///C consists precisely of

those elements for which the normalized trace is positive, and by [18], Theorem 3.1,
the image of this trace on K0 is equal to the range of the exterior exponential of � :

exp
V
� D 1˚ � ˚ 1

2
.� ^ �/˚ � � � W Veven Zn ! R:

For noncommutative 2-tori with � irrational, this means that all automorphisms of
K.A.T 2

�
// must be the identity on K0.A.T 2

�
// D Z C �Z. The K1-groups for

noncommutative n-tori are also known to be isomorphic to Z2n�1
. For n D 2 a

partial lifting of Aut.Z2/ D GL.2;Z/ is known [6], and given by the action of
SL.2;Z/ on the lattice Z2 of unitary generators Ux. In [19] it is proven that in fact
the whole automorphism group of the smooth algebra A.T 2

�
/ for irrational � with

certain extra Diophantine conditions is given by a semidirect product of this action,
the canonical torus action: Uei

7! �iUei
and the projectivized group of unitaries of

A.T 2
�
/ in the connected component of the identity:

PU.A.T 2
� //

0 Ì .T 2 Ì SL.2;Z//:

For n > 2 the situation is less clear, since the action on the K0-group need not
be trivial anymore. When n > 2, if � is a matrix such that all �ij are independent
over Z, one can easily calculate that an outer automorphism cannot simply map
basic unitaries to other basic unitaries. An automorphism � of this form must satisfy
e.�.x/ � ��.y// D e.x � �y/ for all x; y 2 Zn. If the �ij are independent over Z, we
see that �.x/ D ˛11x C ˛12y and �.y/ D ˛21x C ˛22y with

�
˛11 ˛12
˛21 ˛22

� 2 SL.2;Z/.
When n > 2 the only solution for all x and y is �.x/ D ˙x with sign the same for
all x.

With this knowledge of the automorphism group, we can proceed to our main
theorem of this section.

Theorem B. Except for a set of � of measure 0, the different spin structures of the
smooth noncommutative n-torus A.T n

�
/ cannot be unitarily equivalent by an inner

automorphism of the algebra.
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In the case n D 2 the theorem was proven in [28], Theorem 2.5.

Proof. While for the proof of Theorem B it is only necessary to consider inner au-
tomorphisms, we get Corollary 2 if we also consider automorphisms induced by an
action of SL.2;Z/ on the algebra.

By [21], Corollary 4.6, and [5], Theorem I, we have that for almost all noncommu-
tative tori Inn.A.T n

�
// D Inn0.A.T n

�
//. This means that if an inner automorphism

changes the spin structure, than so does the identity automorphism. We will assume in
the following that the components of � in the upper right corner are independent over
Z. The set of � all of whose components in the upper right corner are independent over
Z is of full measure, and so is the set of � for which Inn.A.T n

�
// D Inn0.A.T n

�
//,

so their intersection also has full measure.
We label the basis of the Hilbert space for the different spin structures by the same

labels m, so � D m C �. We see that for a spin structure � the operator J , written as
in equation (17), acts by

J�em;i D ƒij e..m C �/ � A.m C �//e�mC2�;j :

We consider a unitary transformation W induced by an automorphism � 2
SL.2;Z/, we write

We0;i D P
k

P
j

wk;ij ek;j

for the action on the e0;i , and write �.x/ for the obvious action of the automorphism
� (either an element of SL.2;Z/ when n D 2, or the action x 7! ˙x when n > 2)
on the vector x 2 Zn.

We first show that the action of the unitary transformation W on the Hilbert
space is fully determined by the action on the different e0;i . Next we show that
the condition (22c) implies that the action of the unitary transformation on the basis
vectors must be such that a basis vector e0;i is mapped to a linear combination of
vectors ek;l with k D Q� � �.�/, where � is the original spin structure and Q� the new
spin structure. If �.�/ D ˙�, this means that the spin structure is unchanged, since
k must lie in Zn. For the noncommutative 2-torus, we have � 2 SL.2;Z/, and
we see that if � 2 Z2, the spin structure is unchanged. All spin structures on the
noncommutative 2-torus for which � … Z2 are unitarily equivalent.

Consider a unitary transformation W that maps a spin structure � to Q�. Since
ex;i D Uxe.�x � Ax=2 � x � A�/e0;i and using (22a) we can write

Wem;i D WUme.�m � Am=2 � m � A�/e0;i

D U�.m/e.�m � Am=2 � m � A�/.
P

k;j wk;ij ek;j /

D P
k;j

e.�.m/ � A.k C Q�/C 1
2
�.m/ � A�.m/

� m � Am=2 � m � A�/wk;ij ekC�.m/;j :
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So the action of W on the Hilbert space is fully determined by the action on the e0;i .
Requirement (22c) gives the following equations:

WJ�em;i D ƒij e..m C �/ � A.m C �//We�mC2�;j

D P
k;l

ƒij e..m C �/ � A.m C �/C �.�m C 2�/ � A.k C Q� C 1
2
�.�m

C 2�/// � e.�.2� � m/ � A.� C 1
2
.2� � m///wk;jlekC�.�mC2�/;l

D P
k;l

ƒij e.� � A.�3� C 2m/C �.�/ � A.2. Q� C k/C �.2� � m///

� e.m � A.3� C 1
2
m/C �.m/ � A.�Q� � k

C �.1
2
m � �///wk;jlekC�.�mC2�/;l ;

JQ�Wem;i D P
k;j

e.�.m/ � A.k C Q� C �.m/=2/ � m � A.� C m=2//wk;ij ekC�.m/;j

D P
k;j

ƒjle..k C �.m/C Q�/ � A.k C �.m/C Q�// � e.��.m/

� A.k C Q� C �.m/=2/C m � A.� C m=2//w�
k;ij e�k��.m/C2Q�;j

D P
k;j

ƒjle.. Q� C k/ � A. Q� C k C �.m//C m � A.� C m=2//

� e.1
2
�.m/ � A�.m//w�

k;ij e�k��.m/C2Q�;j :

Collecting the vectors with the same indices and in the same Hilbert space H j we
see that for indices k C�.�m C2�/ D �k0 ��.m/C2 Q�, or k0 D �k C2 Q� �2�.�/:

e.�.�m C 2�/ � A.k C Q� C 1
2
�.�m C 2�// � .2� � m/ � A.� C 1

2
.2� � m///wk;jl

D ƒjle.. Q� C k/ � A. Q� C k C �.m//C m � A.� C m=2/C 1
2
�.m/ � A�.m//w�

k;ij :

Since ƒ�1 D ƒ� and
P

j ƒljƒ
�
j i D ˙ıil with ıil the Kronecker delta, this implies

that

wk;ij

D ˙e.2� � A.3� � 2m/C 3 Q� � A.3 Q� � k C �.�2� C m///

� e.k � A.�3 Q� C k C �.2� � m//C �.�/ � A.�4 Q� C 4k C 3�.2� � m///

� e.�.m/ � A. Q� C k C �.�// � 2m � A�/w�
�kC2Q��2�.�/;ij :

(23)

Applying this same formula again for w�
�kC2Q��2�.�/;ij

, we get

w�
�kC2Q��2�.�/;ij

D e.� � A.3� � 2m/ � . Q� C k/ � A. Q� C k C �.m// � m � A.4� C m//

� e.�.�/ � A.6 Q� � 2k � �.2� � m//C �.m/ � A.3 Q� � k � �.� C m///wk;jk :

(24)
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Filling in the expression of (24) in (23), we see

wk;jk D e.2 Q� � A.4 Q� � 2k C �.m � 3�//C 2k � A.�.� � m/ � 2 Q�//
� e.2�.�/ � A.3k � 5 Q� C �.4� � m//C 2�.m/ � A.k � Q� C �.�///wk;jk :

Collecting all terms which contain m we observe that these add up to 2�.m/ � �.k C
�.�/ � Q�/. Since the equality above should hold for all m, this means that either
wk;ij D 0, or m � �.k C �.�/ � Q�/ D 0 for all m.

If all components of � in the upper right corner are independent over Z this can
only be the case if k C �.�/ � Q� D 0, hence k D Q� � �.�/. Since k must lie in Zn,
we see that if �.�/ D ˙� the spin structure cannot change.

From the proof it also follows:

Corollary 2. Let � 2 SL.2;Z/. The automorphism � of Z2 induces an automor-
phism of the noncommutative 2-torus of the form Ux 7! U�.x/.

This automorphism induces a unitary equivalence of real spectral triples which
maps a spin structure � to Q� D �.�/. In particular, real spectral triples on the
noncommutative 2-torus which are not isospectral deformations of the trivial spin
structure on the commutative 2-torus are unitary equivalent to each other, via the
unitary map W , defined by

We� D e�.�/;

W UxW
�1 D U�.x/;

D0 D .
P

j �
�1.�j / � ı/˝ Aj ;

J 0 D J;

composed with an additional unitary map given by Lemma 1 that maps the represen-
tation �A0

with A0 D � tA� to the original �A.

Proof. The statement about the spin structures follows from the statements at the end
of the proof of Theorem B. Since � 2 SL.2;Z/ is an automorphism of the lattice
Z2, it cannot map an � … Z2 to one in Z2 and vice-versa. On the other hand, set
�10 D �

1=2

0

�
; �01 D �

0
1=2

�
; �11 D �1=2

1=2

�
, andM D �

1 0�1 1

�
; N D �

1 �1
0 1

�
in SL.2;Z/. We

see
�11

M

��

N

��
�10

M �1

��

NM ��1
�� �01,

MN �1

��

N �1

��
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where the matrices M and N act by left multiplication, so there exist � 2 SL.2;Z/
such that the � … Z2 are mapped to one another. Given a unitary operator We� D
e�.�/, we can calculate its action on the Dirac operator by using the definition (22b):

D0e�;k D WDW �1e�;k

D WDe��1.�/;k

D W
P
j

.�j � .��1.�///˝ Aj e��1.�/;k

D P
j

.��1.�j / � �/˝ Aj e�;k :

The action of the automorphisms � 2 SL.2;Z/ on the Dirac operator when � D 0

was also determined for � D 0 in [37], Section 7.1. with the change in notation that
our �1 is given there by

�
0

Im �

�
and our �2 is there

�
1

Re �

�
.

Some questions left unanswered by these results are the effects of the outer auto-
morphisms for n > 2 and Morita equivalences of noncommutative tori, as described
in [32] and [20], on the spin structure. Also, the definition of an equivariant spec-
tral triple can be generalized to allow ŒD; h� ¤ 0, but bounded. This was used to
construct equivariant Uq.SU.2// spectral triples in [14]. It would be interesting to
investigate what possibilities this would open up for the noncommutative torus. We
hope to return to these questions in the future.
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